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We make your website
more user-friendly & profitable


We help you grow your online profits, elevate the user experience, increase conversion rates and get sustainable & measureable results.

Contact us














            







	





	





	





	





	





	





	





	





	





	





	





	





	





	





	





	





	





	





	

















Our customers about our work

How they experienced working with us and what results they were able to achieve.
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Why our clients choose mindberry





   
 
Our specialty




Understanding your target group
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Know exactly what's going on in the minds of your website visitors and customers:

	Why aren't they buying from you?
	What are their expectations and concerns?
	What's keeping them from staying longer on your site?


more about user research
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Improving user experience, boosting sales
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You want to increase sales, clicks, registrations or other user activities?
There are countless optimization options on a website. Our strength lies in picking out those that have the greatest impact on your business.

more about conversion optimization
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About "the mindberries"

In 2009, Lotte Larsen and Nina Bordet founded mindberry to help companies grow digitally and to make websites more user-friendly and profitable.

Some call us a UX agency, others call us CRO consultants or simply just “the mindberries“. What matters most to us is the way we collaborate with our customers. Many let us know that it feels like we are “a part of their team”.









	


I would explain mindberry as a company that really in terms of UX is at the top of the level, leading edge.










Emily Shirley

Managing Director

druck.at







	


mindberry is the ideal mix of product- and marketing-knowledge with a great spirit and human touch. We love working with them on conversion optimization projects, because their recommendations are always databased, clearly identifying moments of truth and their solutions are very practical and spot-on.










Katharina Buttenberg

Head of
Marketing Communication

AutoScout24







	


They are always proactive, they show full commitment and are always keen to get the best out of the project for everyone involved.










Markus Frick

Teamleader Analytics
& Conversion Optimization

scout24







	


Working with mindberry has been a highly productive experience. A special shoutout to Nina, who stood out as an exceptional researcher. Her presentation of insights and recommendations was not only thorough but also filled with passion, making it clear she deeply cared about creating the best possible experience for our users. The mindberry team as a whole is adept at identifying friction points, suggesting actionable recommendations, and presenting data in an easily digestible format.










Aleksandra Kurzewska

Program Manager
Smart Cooking

BSH Hausgeräte







	


Nina from mindberry has been instrumental in optimizing our website and boosting our pipeline for over 3 years. With her expertise, our conversion rates increased more than tenfold. She's been an invaluable, reliable partner and a pleasure to work with on a personal level. I highly recommend mindberry for website optimization and business growth.










Moritz Drews

Senior Principal
Growth Marketing

DataGuard







	


By working with mindberry, we were able to triple the qualified traffic. The conversion rate was even more important: we were able to roughly double it.










Moritz Brugger

User Experience Designer

scout24







	


The cooperation with mindberry was always professional, goal-oriented and the communication was very efficient. With their help, we analyzed our website and got a better understanding of our visitor's behavior. mindberry's specific recommendations significantly helped us improve our user's experience.










Moritz Schneider

Online Marketing Manager

VKF Renzel







	


mindberry is an integral partner with whom we work side-by-side – Nina and the team constantly provide valuable insights and proactively support us in implementing the resulting CRO measures.










Kivanç Semen

Founder and CEO

DataGuard







	


They are always proactive, they show full commitment and are always keen to get the best out of the project for everyone involved.










Markus Frick

Teamleader Analytics
& Conversion Optimization

scout24







	


After we implemented mindberry's recommendations on the Rex Eat website, our customers' interest in our products grew by 50% - without any other marketing campaigns being carried out in these months. Sales developed steadily and sustainably due to the better visibility of our offer.










Markus Poeltenstein

Associate

Rex Eat







	


We have used mindberry's know-how for the second time. E-commerce is constantly evolving - we were able to successfully expand our business through the agency's analysis and tips. Very effective, bravo!










Dirk Holzfuss

Owner

Antique Jewellery







	


I would explain mindberry as a company that really in terms of UX is at the top of the level, leading edge.










Emily Shirley

Managing Director

druck.at







	


I appreciate the straightforward, efficient and transparent cooperation. I can recommend mindberry to anyone who wants to optimize their UX.










Markus Sitek

Founder & Managing Director

Paradeisa







	


mindberry has helped us tremendously to better understand our users. Their concrete suggestions significantly improved our UX and conversions. We are glad to have found a professional partner for UX optimizations!










Bernd Artmüller

CTO

Findheim







	


mindberry is a highly skilled agency that can very quickly understand its customer's individual situations.










Sandra Frey

Marketing Manager

Tupperware







	


mindberry is a highly skilled agency—it does not offer standard, off-the-rack solutions. It tailors its approach to the clients individual situations.










David Pötschner

Online Marketing Manager

PREFA







	


If your business relies on your website conversions and you have the chance to work with mindberry, JUST DO IT. We did an analysis for different customer groups and got incredibly helpful user insights. The team is very professional and it's fun to work with them!










Ajmal Said

Co-Founder
Product Development

tripmakery







	


It was professional, there was an analytical approach to the matter, and we were in good hands.










Jakob Zehethofer

Managing Director

Benefit Büroservice







	


mindberry's optimizations cut the abandonment rate in our request-a-quote form in half.










Christian Perger

Founder & Managing Director

Megaparkett







	


mindberry helped us to understand our customers and to increase the conversion rate by over 9% over the last year.










Gerhard Patek

Commercial Director

druck.at







	


The email templates we received from mindberry produced extraordinary opening rates of over 55% for us.










Florian Fellner

Branding & Digital Specialist

Tupperware







	


mindberry is the ideal mix of product- and marketing-knowledge with a great spirit and human touch. We love working with them on conversion optimization projects, because their recommendations are always databased, clearly identifying moments of truth and their solutions are very practical and spot-on.










Katharina Buttenberg

Head of
Marketing Communication

AutoScout24







	


You don't understand how many embarrassingly obvious usability fails you have on your site until mindberry does their audit and doubles your conversion rate.










Michael Pötscher

CMO Tourradar

TourRadar







	


Before launching our B2B shop, we conducted goal-oriented user tests with mindberry. We simulated the registration, ordering and logistics processes in a test environment with real users. We were then able to eliminate ambiguities already before the launch.










Bertram Laub

Head of Material Management

FCC







	


mindberry helped us finally understand the specific needs of our B2B customers and details on how they navigate our website. We then rapidly used their insights to address our visitors' objections and improve our website.










Jessica Manu

Senior Marketing Manager
Strategy & Innovations

Hanseorga







	


mindberry has grown our conversion rate by more than 250% in only 3 months.










Claudia von Boeselager

Founder

Laremia







	


While working with mindberry we saw our conversion rate triple.










Jochen Cuntz

Founder

belsonno







	


Our main goal was to better understand our users. Thanks to mindberry we can now better engage with our users.










Adrian Zettl

Founder

Simplewish







	


mindberry's analysis of our old website was uncompromising and perfect. We were able to implement all to-dos and our new, more authentic website is providing an added value for our customers and our prospects!










Beate Danczul

Managing Director

consentiv







	


mindberry used a cost-efficient combination of research techniques to detect stumbling blocks on our website. Using their findings, we removed the obstacles quickly and easily. We were able to implement their recommendations with minimal resources. Any time again!










Eva Pillhofer

Online Marketing

Zürich







	


Thanks to the user research mindberry conducted before our website relaunch we learned a lot about our users and their needs. We then successfully used these user insights to create our new design.










Karin Kernmayer-Farr

Global Head of
Marketing and Innovation

Immofinanz







	


The result exceeded our expectations. With mindberry's help our registration rate leaped by 30%.










Helmut Sulzberger

CEO

fotografie.at







	


As an online agency we rely on trusted partners who complement our service portfolio. When it comes to conversion rate optimization & website concepts, we turn to mindberry.










Vinzenz Schwarz

Managing Director

abss interactive







	


It is phenomenal how much energy the mindberry team put into realizing our new website. The concept perfectly gives a personal touch to our business – and what's more, it helped us increase bookings for our hotel.










Michaela Sattler

Hotel Management

Kinderhotel SEMI







	


mindberry is our partner for website optimization. They are extremely professional, have in-depth knowhow and are a cool team to work with. They simply love what they do.










Michael Apostol

Managing Director

abss interactive







	


It was a pleasure to work with such a professional, open-minded and cool team. The results were great and the mindberry team approached our project with a lot of passion and enthusiasm. Thanks to mindberry we learned more about our customers and now better understand their specific needs.










Alexander Kauffmann

Managin Director

Novafon







	


I enjoyed working with the mindberry team on the Samsung trade loyalty programs in CEE. It's always a pleasure to have a professional partner who is very flexible and open minded when it comes to client needs – that's rare to find.










Hans El Daly

Senior Manager
CEE Product Marketing

Samsung














  









I would explain mindberry as a company that really in terms of UX is at the top of the level, leading edge.















Emily Shirley
Managing Director
druck.at
   













mindberry is the ideal mix of product- and marketing-knowledge with a great spirit and human touch. We love working with them on conversion optimization projects, because their recommendations are always databased, clearly identifying moments of truth and their solutions are very practical and spot-on.















Katharina Buttenberg
Head of
Marketing Communication
AutoScout24
   













They are always proactive, they show full commitment and are always keen to get the best out of the project for everyone involved.















Markus Frick
Teamleader Analytics
& Conversion Optimization
scout24
   





















We are looking forward to hearing from you

Tell us about your digital plans,
challenges and goals.

Contact us




mindberry Consulting GmbH



Renngasse 4/5/4, 1010 Vienna, Austria

 contact@mindberry.com
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Nina Bordet

+43 660 22 42 002








Lotte Larsen

+43 660 22 42 001
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